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ALPERT
PEER REVIEW

Online Hydrophobic Interaction
Chromatography–Mass
Spectrometry (HIC–MS)
Analysis of Proteins
Andrew J. Alpert, PolyLC Inc., Columbia, Maryland, USA

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) is widely used for protein analysis. Its use of nonvolatile
salts has precluded direct flow to mass spectrometers. Recent advances in stationary phases have
overcome that obstacle and permit HIC–MS analysis of intact antibodies and other proteins.

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) is the chief alternative to
ion-exchange chromatography (IEC) for the nondenaturing analysis of
proteins. Separation by ion-exchange is based on difference in electrostatic
charge, while separation by HIC is based on polarity differences, generally
involving the hydrophobic residues. Its selectivity is then complementary to
that of ion-exchange. Polarity differences are also the basis of separation in
reversed-phase liquid chromatography (LC), but because the conditions of
reversed-phase LC denature proteins, then the two modes, reversed-phase
LC and HIC, have access to different sets of hydrophobic residues. As a result,
their selectivity differs as well. HIC has emerged as the chief mode used for
analysis of antibody–drug conjugates (ADCs) in which the ligands are linked
through cysteine residues (1,2); an example is presented in Figure 1 (3).
Recent advances in technology have made it feasible to analyze large intact
proteins by mass spectrometry (MS). These advances have created a demand in
top-down proteomics for separation methods that do not denature proteins.

KEY POINTS
• Recent advances in stationary
phases for HIC permit HIC–MS
analysis of intact antibodies
and other proteins using direct
flow to the mass spectrometer.
• HIC–MS offers the analysis of
intact proteins online, without
the delay, inconvenience,
and potentially incomplete
sequence coverage of middledown or bottom-up approaches.

6

The reason is that the mass spectra of proteins with native structure have lower
charge states and are appreciably less complex than those of denatured proteins,
and therefore, they are easier to deconvolute. Conventional HIC is eliminated from
consideration. While it preserves structure, it also involves gradients beginning with
high concentrations of nonvolatile salts such as ammonium sulphate. Ammonium
acetate is a volatile salt, but retention in HIC comparable to the level obtained
with ammonium sulphate would require 3–4 M of ammonium acetate, a level
that would clog the orifice of current mass spectrometers (4). A recent study
(5) took note of the fact that the more hydrophobic a HIC material was, the less
salt was required for retention. Accordingly, the ligand in the HIC coating was
expanded beyond the usual propyl- or butyl- to encompass everything from
pentyl- to decyl- ligands. The pentyl- and hexyl- ligands proved to confer adequate
retention for small proteins starting with 1 M ammonium acetate, a concentration
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that a mass spectrometer can handle
(Figure 2). This approach also works
well for proteins as large as monoclonal

FIGURE 1: Antibody–drug conjugate variants separated via HIC. The numbers denote the

number of cysteine residues derivatized with the conjugate. Figure adapted from reference 3.
0.05

antibodies (mAbs) (Figure 3) (6).
The selectivity and resolution obtained

0.04

with the new columns and mobile
Absorbance (280 nm)

phases compare favourably with those
obtained with columns and running
conditions used for conventional
HIC, as seen in Figure 4 (7).
For most proteins, an appropriate

0.03

0.02

0.01

gradient runs from a high level of
ammonium acetate, typically in the

0
0

range 0.7–1.0 M, to a low concentration

5
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plus 50% organic solvent (either
acetonitrile or propanol). One recurring

FIGURE 2: HIC–MS of lysozyme on a PolyHEXYL A capillary. (a) The total ion

question about this method is why the

chromatogram (TIC). (b) Zoom-in on mass spectrum of charge state 8+, showing the
correct mass for lysozyme. (c) Mass spectrum. Figure adapted from reference 5.

organic solvent doesn’t denature the
proteins? The answer presumably

for hours, most susceptible proteins

8+
1789.07
(c)
7+
2044.37

(b)

Signal

When left in the final mobile phase

Lys
Expt’l: 14304.49

Lys

(a)

lies in the kinetics involved.

+Na

would probably denature. For that
matter, leaving a protein sitting in a
conventional HIC column for hours
also leads to its denaturation (8).
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Under the conditions used here, the
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kinetics of chromatography are faster
than the kinetics of denaturation, and

concentrations. Figure 5 examines

proteins enter the orifice of the mass

the consequences with lysozyme.

spectrometer with their structure intact.

6+
2384.94

1786 1788 1790 1792 m/z

The top and middle panels involved

subsequent papers. In the first, a group
at Genentech took advantage of the
greater retention at low concentrations

One reason for the durability of the

conditions where lysozyme was in

of acetate to optimize conditions for

protein structure may lie in the salt used.

20 mM ammonium acetate prior to

analysis of variants of mAbs (10). A

High concentrations of conventional

introducing acetonitrile. The low

combination of a less-hydrophobic

HIC salts, such as ammonium

concentration of acetate presumably left

stationary phase (PolyPROPYL A)

sulphate, strip away a protein’s sphere

hydrophobic patches on the protein’s

and 150 mM ammonium acetate

of hydration. No longer solvated by

surface less than fully hydrated, making

permitted the isocratic separation

the medium, the protein tends to

them more accessible to the stationary

of a mAb from a number of its

partition into another phase, either via

phase. A subsequent gradient to

variants, as seen in Figure 6.

self‑association as a solid (“salting out”)

50% acetonitrile failed to elute the

or via adsorption onto a HIC stationary

protein in a reasonable time frame. By

phase surface. Acetate salts tend to

contrast, when the protein was exposed

the impact of these running conditions

have a protective effect on the sphere

to acetonitrile while there was still a

on the stability of protein structure.

In the second study, Chen and
others (11) offer additional insight into

of hydration (9), and may play a role

high concentration of acetate present,

Silica particles were given a coating

in the ruggedness of the protein’s

access to the hydrophobic patches

of methyl methacrylate and then

retention of native structure. Such

was limited and the protein was eluted

used for analysis of two ADCs under

speculation can be assessed through

readily with good peak shape. This

conditions similar to those described

the effects of using lower acetate

subject has been further explored in two

above for HIC–MS. The authors used
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FIGURE 3: Analysis of two mAbs on a PolyPENTYL A capillary. The mAb eluting at

28 min (mAb2) is the NIST standard antibody. Its dimer and trimer are readily evident in
the mass spectrum, and with deconvolution, the glycosylation variants are evident as
well. The distribution of these variants matches that reported in the scientific literature.
(a) Total ion chromatogram. (b) The mass spectrum of mAb2; the inserts show zoom‑ins
for the dimer and trimer. (c) The deconvoluted mass spectrum of mAb2 monomer,
annotated to identify the glycosylation variants. Figure adapted from reference 6.

a constant concentration of 50 mM
ammonium acetate; these conditions
were termed native reversed‑phase
liquid chromatography (nRPLC). This
term is as acceptable as HIC–MS;
the HIC conditions described above
do seem to obliterate the boundaries

(a) TIC
Signal

between HIC and reversed‑phase LC.
The ADCs were eluted in a profile typical
of cysteine-linked ADCs in conventional
10

20

30

Monomer (150 kDa)

(b) mAb2
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Signal

40
Retention Time (min)

40+
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8000
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HIC, judging from the ultraviolet (UV)
absorbance traces (Figure 6[b]). However,
the mass spectra of the variants of the

Trimer
(450 kDa)

ADC (Figure 7[a]) exhibit considerable

48+ 46+

dissociation of noncovalently attached
light chains from the antibody complex.

100x

30x

6000

Dissociation to this extent is not evident in
the UV trace. Evidently, these conditions

10000

neither denatured the original antibody
G0F/G1F

Signal

(c)

a gradient to 50% 2-propanol with

G0F/G0F

(the DAR-0 form) nor was the original

or
G1F/G1F
or G0F/G2F

antibody dissociated from the noncovalent
ADC complex evident in the UV trace.

G1F/G2F

However, in the presence of a low

G2F/G2F

*
147500

concentration of ammonium acetate and

*

148500
Mass (Da)

a high concentration of organic solvent,

149500

the complex was sufficiently fragile that
dissociation occurred from the greater

FIGURE 4: Comparison of the separation of a mixture of six antibodies. Temperature:

Ambient. PolyPENTYL A column: 50 × 2.1 mm, 3-µm, 1000-Å pore diameter. Mobile phase
A:1 M ammonium acetate, pH 7.0. Mobile phase B: 20 mM ammonium acetate with 50%
acetonitrile, pH 7.0. Gradient: 10 min, 0–100% B. Flow rate: 1 mL/min. TSKgel Butyl-NPR
column: 35 × 4.6 mm, 2.5-µm. MP A: 1.5 M ammonium sulphate + 500 mM arginine +
20 mM Na-phosphate, pH 7.5. MP B: Same without ammonium sulphate, pH 7.5. Gradient:
45 min, 0–100% B. Flow rate: 0.5 mL/min. The PolyPENTYL A data was adapted from
reference 7. The TSKgel Butyl-NPR data was a personal communication of Madhavi Srikoti,
Bristol Myers Squibb, New Brunswick, New Jersey, USA.
PolyPENTYL A

mass spectrometer, which indicates that
the ruggedness of structure of proteins,
such as a mAb or a noncovalent complex,
involves a balance of factors. Successful
MS analysis of noncovalent complexes will
presumably require further optimization
of the chromatography conditions.

Summary
These new combinations of stationary

Tosoh TSKGel Butyl-NPR

Absorbance (AU)

stress encountered at the orifice of the

and mobile phases combine the protein
compatibility and high resolution of HIC
with the ever-increasing capabilities of
mass spectrometry. HIC–MS promises
the analysis of intact proteins online,
without the delay, inconvenience, and
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potentially incomplete sequence
coverage of middle-down or bottomup approaches to proteomics.
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FIGURE 7: Analysis of brentuximab vedotin (Adcetris) on a

phases: (a) 2.5 M ammonium acetate; (b) 20 mM ammonium
acetate; (c) 20 mM ammonium acetate with 50% acetonitrile.
Adapted from reference 5.

column of silica with a coating of polymethyl methacrylate.
(a) Mass spectra of ADC DAR-2, DAR-4 and DAR-6 variants
obtained with a Xevo G2 qTOF mass spectrometer. (b) UV
absorbance trace. Adapted from reference 11.
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LC TROUBLESHOOTING

Retention Factor is Independent
of Pressure in LC, Right?
Trevor Kempen1 and Dwight R. Stoll2, 1Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Minnesota, USA, 2LC Troubleshooting Editor

The retention factor (k) is a valuable measure of retention in chromatography because it is independent of
several method variables, including flow rate and column length. In reversed-phase liquid chromatography
(LC), the retention factor is also nominally independent of operating pressure for small nonpolar molecules at
low pressure. However, as the field moves in the direction of routine use of pressures well above 400 bar, and
biomolecule separations become more prevalent, the effect of pressure on retention should not be overlooked.
Understanding when the effect is likely to be large enough to affect resolution is valuable for troubleshooting
unexpected results that arise during both method development and the execution of established methods.

In the first few decades of the

own laboratory, we are increasingly

special measure of retention,

development of high performance

encountering situations where

because it is, in principle,

liquid chromatography (HPLC),

the effect of pressure on retention

independent of certain experimental

there was quite a lot of theoretical

cannot be ignored, in part because

variables, such as flow rate (4).

consideration given to the

we are doing more work these days

The retention factor is defined as

relationship between pressure

with large biomolecules where such

the ratio of the number of moles

and analysis time in LC. Several

effects are more obvious. For this

of the analyte in the stationary

researchers, including Knox (1),

instalment of “LC Troubleshooting”,

phase (n A,sp) to the number of moles

Poppe (2), and Guiochon (3),

I’ve asked my student Trevor

in the mobile phase (n A,mp). The

provided us with ways to think

Kempen to join me to provide

larger the fraction of analyte in the

about optimizing the speed of

some background on this topic,

stationary phase, the larger the

LC separations—for a given

and then use experimental data

retention factor, and vice versa:

maximum pressure that can be

from reversed-phase separations

generated by a LC pump, what are

of small molecules to illustrate

the best choices for parameters

when the effect of pressure on

such as particle size, column length,

retention could complicate method

and flow rate? During this same time

development, or even produce

period, however, there was very little

changes in selectivity during routine

discussion of the effect of operating

operation of an established method.

pressure on retention in LC. It wasn’t
until the 1990s that researchers

commercial LC instrumentation that
could reliably operate well above

[1]

A little algebra yields the more
commonly used relationship
between k, retention time (t r), and
the column dead time (t m):

Dwight Stoll

started looking at this relationship
closely, but the introduction of

nA, sp
k= n
A, mp

Background: Pressure
Doesn’t Affect Retention
Factor…Or Does It?

k=

tr _ tm
tm

[2]

At this point, we can illustrate the

400 bar in the early 2000s led to

In the early days of chromatography

interest in k. Suppose that at a flow

many published studies in this area

school, we learn that the retention

rate of 1 mL/min we observe a peak

over the past 15 years or so. In my

factor (k) is an important and

A with a retention time of 4 min, and
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we know that the column dead time at this flow rate is
1 min. Using equation 2, we would calculate that
k = 3. Now, if we double the flow rate, the retention
time of peak A will decrease by a factor of two; it simply
takes half the time for the analyte to move through the
column if the mobile phase is moving twice as fast.
The new retention time for peak A will be 2 min, and the
new dead time will be 0.5 min. From the point of view of
retention time, the retention of peak A has decreased
greatly. However, putting these numbers into equation
2, we find that the retention factor is still 3.0; it has
not changed, even though we doubled the flow rate.
Similar arguments can be made to show that, in
principle, variables including column length, column
diameter, particle size, and flow rate have no direct effect
on retention factor. This point is exceedingly valuable
in a variety of situations in LC, not the least of which is
troubleshooting problems or unexpected observations
during method development. For example, the ideas
above lead us to expect that when we move from a
50-mm long column to one that is 150-mm long,
keeping all other variables constant, retention times
of our analytes will increase by a factor of three, but
the retention factor will remain unchanged. If this is
not what we observe, then something is not right—
perhaps the stationary phase in the two columns is
different, or there is a leak in the system due to the
higher pressure drop generated by the longer column.
Again, the idea that the retention factor is independent
of certain variables is central to many of the ways
that we think about how LC separations work.
Although not placed in the same category as other
variables such as flow rate and column length, pressure
is usually not considered in textbooks as having a major
effect on retention, again probably because this was not a
major focus of research prior to the early 2000s. However,
research by several groups is yielding an increasingly
quantitative picture of how and when pressure does, in
fact, affect retention factor in significant ways. Given that
these effects roughly increase in magnitude with increasing
molecular size of the analyte, the effects can be dramatic
(for example, retention changes greater than 100% when
moving from 100 to 1000 bar), and very important for
biomolecule and other macromolecule separations.

Brief Review of Recent Research in This Area
In an early study in this area in 1997, McGuffin and
Chen (5) measured the dependence of the retention

www.chromatographyonline.com
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factors of a homologous series

solvation of the analyte as it moves

to study the effect of pressure on

of fatty acids on pressure, and

from the mobile phase to the

retention in LC. One approach

found that k increased from 9.3 to

stationary phase (6).

24.4% over the range of pressure

In reversed-phase LC, the

from about 100 to 333 bar. In

magnitude of the ΔV term has

is to vary the flow rate through
the column, which will change
the pressure that the column

the publication describing these

been shown to be condition-

experiences during separations.

results, they proposed the following

specific and dependent on a large

The major upside of this approach is

expression for the dependence

number of variables, including:
• mobile-phase properties,
such as organic solvent
content and buffer pH (6)
• stationary-phase properties:
• ligand chain length for bonded
stationary phases (6–8)
• ligand hydrophilicity (6,7,9)
• analyte properties:
• molecular size (6,10,11)
• dipolarity (6,10)
• ionization state (6,12,13)
• flexibility/rigidity (8,11).

of retention factor on pressure (P)
in LC that has been adopted by
most subsequent publications:
ln

V
k
P+ln
=
kref
RT

[3]

ref

where R is the gas constant, T is
temperature, ΔV is the difference
between the molar volume of the
analyte in the stationary phase and
mobile phase environments, and β
is the phase ratio. The subscript ref
indicates a reference condition at

that it is experimentally convenient
and easy to do. The major downside
is that changing the flow rate will
also change column temperature
because of frictional heating,
and this temperature change, in
turn, will affect retention, making
interpretation of observations more
difficult. Åsberg, Fornstedt, and
coworkers have demonstrated the
use of column water jackets to
minimize this complication (13),
but this is not very convenient
experimentally. The other commonly

Interestingly, the dependence of

used approach is to add different

some specific pressure. If equation

retention on pressure in hydrophilic

lengths of restriction capillaries

3 accurately describes the effect of

interaction chromatography

(for example, adding a 50 µm

P on k, then a plot of ln(k) vs. P

(HILIC) separations is usually

internal diameter (i.d.) capillary

should be linear, with a slope of
V
RT

and a y-intercept of

ln
ref

+ ln ( kref )

.

In most published results of this kind

the opposite of that observed in

when operating at 1 mL/min will

reversed-phase LC separations;

significantly raise the pressure

that is, ΔV is usually positive (6,9).

the column experiences) between

for reversed‑phase LC separations,

the column outlet and the detector.

Experimental Data Illustrate
Potential Consequences

The major upside of this approach

which means that the ΔV terms are
negative. This is usually interpreted

Different research groups have used

rate change, and therefore the

as reflecting a decrease in the

various experimental approaches

column temperature will not change

the slopes of such plots are positive,

FIGURE 1: Illustration of the experimental setup used to produce the data shown in

Figures 2 and 3, and Table 1. Different positions of the selector valve place different
restriction capillaries in the flow path between the column outlet and the detector.

Autosampler

200 mm x 50 μm i.d.

is that it does not require a flow

significantly due to changes
in frictional heating. The major
downside of this approach is that it
requires a physical change of the
restriction capillary in the flow path
between the column and detector to
produce a change in the pressure,
which is not very convenient

Solvents
Pump

200 mm x
120 μm i.d.

DAD

For this type of study in our
400 mm x 50 μm i.d.

Column

and prone to irreproducibility.
laboratory, we have primarily used
the restriction capillary approach,
but with one twist. We mount

800 mm x 50 μm i.d.

several capillaries with different
lengths or diameters on a valve
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normally used for column selection

(6,14). These dependencies are

2 are shown in Figure 3. Including
uracil, there are six compounds

in a LC instrument. We can then

quantified as percent change

modulate the pressure that the

in retention factor per 500-bar

in the test mixture. We see that

column experiences through

increase in pressure in Table 1.

at the lowest pressure of 53 bar,

software control by changing the

only five peaks are observed; in

which in turn places a different

What Does This All
Mean for Practical Work?

propiophenone have been coeluted.

restriction capillary in the flow

The chromatograms that yielded the

As the pressure is increased, the

path between the column outlet

retention factors plotted in Figure

resolution of this pair of peaks

position of the selection valve,

this instance, N-butylaniline and

and detector. An illustration of this
type of setup is shown in Figure 1.
The dependence of retention factor
on pressure for some simple small
molecules under reversed-phase
separation conditions is shown in
Figure 2. Among the five molecules

Smaller. Simpler. Safer.

represented are two neutrals (toluene
and propiophenone), one weak
acid (4-n-butylbenzoic acid), one
relatively strong base (nortriptyline;
pK a of protonated amine is about
10.5), and one relatively weak base
(N-butylaniline; pKa of protonated
amine is about 5.0). As expected
from the data of other groups found
in the literature, the strongest
dependencies (that is, the steepest
slopes) are observed for the more
dipolar molecules (here, the acids
and bases) (6,10). The dependence
for the small, neutral toluene is
measurable but very weak. The
dependencies for the weak acid
and strong base are both strong
and positive. Interestingly, the
dependence for the weak base
(N-butylaniline) is also quite
strong, but negative. This, too,
is consistent with observations

{image almost to scale}

discussed in the literature, where
other groups have suggested that
this result can be explained by the
differential shifts in the dissociation
constants of the different acids and
bases involved (here, ammonium

Introducing the smallest and easiest to use hydrogen generator for GC-FID
The smallest laboratory-grade hydrogen generator in its class, Precision SL produces
hydrogen gas at the push of a button. Simple to operate and maintain, featuring
advanced fail-safe technology, Precision SL is the safer way of supplying hydrogen for
your GC detector flame. Streamline your GC workflow with Precision SL

and formate in the mobile phase,
in addition to the analytes) in
response to changes in pressure
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improves to the point where they

FIGURE 2: Dependence of retention factor (plotted as natural logarithm of k) on pressure

calculated at the column midpoint. Chromatographic conditions: Column, 50 mm × 4.6 mm,
5-µm Agilent SB-C18; Flow rate, 0.8 mL/min; Temperature, 40 °C; Mobile phase, 40:60
acetonitrile–25 mM ammonium formate, pH 3.2.

are baseline resolved at the highest
pressure of 491 bar. This dramatic
shift results from the fact that the
dependencies of retention factor on

nortriptyline

N-butylaniline

2.8

propiophenone

toluene

2.6

4-n- butylbenzoic

pressure have opposite signs for
these two compounds. On the other
hand, the opposite is observed for

ln(k)

2.4
2.2

nortiptyline and N-butylaniline. At

2.0

low pressure, they are well resolved,

1.8
1.6

but as pressure is increased,
resolution is lost, and, at the

1.4

highest pressure, the nortriptyline

1.2
1.0

is barely observable as a shoulder
0

100
200
300
400
Pressue at column midpoint (bar)

on the N-butylaniline peak.

500

We could make a pretty long list of
different scenarios where changes
in retention factor with changes

FIGURE 3: Chromatograms show that changes in selectivity with changes in pressure can

in pressure on the order of those

cause gains or losses of resolution, depending on the operating conditions and characteristics
of compounds in neighbouring peaks. Conditions are the same as those described in Figure 2.
Retention factors shown in Figure 2 were obtained from these chromatograms. Some of the
small retention time shifts at different pressures are due to differences in extracolumn volume
when the different restriction capillaries are in the flow path.

shown here could significantly

nortriptyline

and separation performance during
routine execution of an established
method. Just a couple of examples

N-butylaniline

uracil

impact both method development

will suffice to make the point here.

propiophenone

4-n-butylbenzoic acid

toluene

In the case of method development,

491 bar

it is common to do a selectivity
screen using short columns with
different stationary phases to find

Signal

366 bar

one or a few phases that look
promising in terms of the selectivity

162 bar

needed to solve a particular
separation problem. In a next round
of optimization, using a longer

53 bar
0

2

4

6

8

10

Time (min)

column close to the length that will
likely be used in the final method
will result in higher operating

TABLE 1: Changes in retention factor in response to pressure for different probe compounds

Analyte

Percent Change in k for ΔP = 500 Bar

Nortriptyline

30.9

N-butylaniline

-17.7

Propiophenone

5.3

Toluene

2.2

4-n-butylbenzoic acid

19.1
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pressures, unless the flow rate is
deliberately lowered when using the
longer column so that the pressure
does not change. In this scenario,
if the retention of the compounds
under study is sensitive to pressure,
significantly different selectivity
will be observed in the next round
of optimization compared to what
was observed during the initial
stationary phase screen. This could
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be either a positive change or a

effects are too small to be noticed

negative one (that is, more or less

in chromatograms obtained at

resolution), but in either case it

different pressures, but, in other

could be an unexpected change

cases, relative shifts in retention

that may be difficult to interpret.

can significantly increase or

In the case of an established
method, an example of a change in

decrease resolution of neighbouring
peaks. These effects increase

the instrument that could precipitate

in magnitude with increasing

a pressure‑induced change in

size and dipolarity of the analyte,

method performance is a change in

and can be quite dramatic for

the connecting tubing between the

large biomolecules and other

outlet of the column and the detector.

macromolecules. Understanding

For example, unknowingly replacing

when these effects can occur

a 120 µm i.d. capillary with a 75 µm

is an important asset in the “LC

i.d. capillary could easily lead to a

Troubleshooting” toolbox (15).

change of 50 bar experienced by the
column. For many methods involving
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separation of a few compounds
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Remembering Harold McNair:
Three Fundamental Areas of
Understanding in Gas
Chromatography
Nicholas H. Snow, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Seton Hall University, New Jersey, USA

On 27 June 2021, Harold Monroe McNair passed away peacefully in his home, surrounded by his family.
Harold’s career as a chromatographer spanned over 60 years, from his 1959 authoring of the first gas
chromatography (GC) doctoral thesis in the United States on stationary phase chemistry to the first edition of
his classic book, Basic Gas Chromatography, in 1964, to a 2019 journal article on the diet of post-weaning heifers
(cows). McNair’s remarkable career and writings spanned the entire breadth of chromatography and separation
science. Using McNair’s early writings and works as a guide, I explore three fundamental areas of understanding
in GC, seeing ideas about problems that still challenge gas chromatographers today. With McNair, we explore
stationary phase chemistry, computers in chromatography, and liquid chromatography (LC) compared to GC.

Harold McNair had a remarkable

thesis is freely available by open

in GC, which is a topic that we are

60‑year career as a chromatographer,

access through the university and

still debating and discussing today.

and his writings spanned the entire

ProQuest. The thesis title alone offers

McNair’s thesis also provides

breadth of chromatography and

interesting historical insight because

insight into how gas chromatographs

separation science. By looking

the thesis was written prior to the

were constructed back in the 1950s

back at some of his key early

definition of many of the currently

before commercial instruments

writings, we have an opportunity

used terms in chromatography (2).

were available. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of McNair’s home-built GC

to explore three key areas in gas

When we think of efficiency today,

chromatography (GC), which are

we mostly discuss peak widths and

instrument. A complete description

still relevant today: stationary‑phase

theoretical plates. In 1959, McNair

of the construction can be found

chemistry, chromatography

was discussing retentiveness

in the thesis. A few construction

and computers, and liquid

and selectivity. When we think of

details about this instrument provide

chromatography (LC) versus GC.

solvents today, we would likely think

lessons about gas chromatographs

of sample preparation or dilution

and columns that are still relevant

Understanding StationaryPhase Chemistry

solvents; McNair was discussing the

today. McNair describes making and

stationary phase. Translated to the

packing the columns using 6–10 ft

Harold McNair’s doctoral dissertation,

terminology of today, this title might

lengths of copper tubing, which

presented to the faculty of Purdue

read something like: “Retentiveness

can easily be coiled, handled, and

University in 1959, entitled “Efficiency

of stationary phases in gas

fitted into the instrument. Although

of Solvents in Gas Chromatography,”

chromatography”. McNair performed

stainless steel and glass columns

was the first doctoral thesis on GC

the first systematic study of retention

would be more inert, McNair

in the United States (1). The original

and polarity of stationary phases

was thinking practically about
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FIGURE 1: Schematic diagram of McNair’s original laboratory-built gas chromatograph.

Adapted and updated from reference 1.

provided an excellent summary
of the history of GC for LCGC
North America (5).
McNair’s classic book, Basic

TO POWER
SUPPLY

VAPOR

JACKET
SAMPLE

DETECTOR

Gas Chromatography, was first
published in 1964 and became the

COLUMN

standard by which all other books

HELIUM
IN

intended for new users to learn
POWER
SUPPLY
TO
CELL

analytical instruments is measured
RECORDER
MANOMETER

(6). Figure 2 is a photograph of my
own well-worn copy that I purchased
upon joining his research group in

FIGURE 2: Image of the original

green cover of the book entitled
Basic Gas Chromatography.

constant temperature. Using acetone,

the 1980s. Of course, this book was

water, and anisole provided stable

required reading in his courses and

constant temperatures at 55 °C,

at the time it still contained much

100 °C, and 153 °C, respectively.

timely information. Today, the

Although this arrangement

original versions with the instantly

provided stable temperatures, it

recognized classical green cover

was obviously difficult to change

seem dated but the concise

temperature. Temperature

descriptions of stationary phases,

programming, a new concept at

detectors, and troubleshooting are

the time, was out of the question.

still relevant. Over the decades, the

McNair recognized the need for

original Basic Gas Chromatography

strong analyte retention in studies

sold more than 130,000 copies and

of stationary phase properties, so

was published in eight languages.

he prepared packed columns using

The original paperback is out of

30% by weight of each stationary

print, but second‑hand copies

phase, with the other 70% being

are often available through online

the solid support particles. He

booksellers. The most recent edition,

commented that this was a higher

published by John Wiley and Sons,

than usual loading of the stationary

with Professor James Miller and I as

capillary columns are designed with

liquid phase onto the solid particles

co-authors, was published in 2019.

ease-of-use in mind as well. Other

to ensure greater retention of the

materials might be more inert and

analytes through having a higher

more temperature stable, but fused

mass of stationary phase in the

polarity presented in the later editions

silica columns are easy to use.

column. Today, the equivalent

of Basic Gas Chromatography

thinking is to use a thicker film

demonstrate the continuing timeliness

capillary column to increase retention.

and relevance of this discussion,

ease‑of‑use. Today’s fused-silica

McNair’s GC instrument did not
have a column oven as we have
come to know them. Traditional

Finally, McNair provides a

The more modern discussion of
stationary phase chemistry and

which began with McNair’s thesis

ovens of the day at a reasonable

summary of classical early works on

and was re-energized with the

cost would not likely have provided

chromatography, some from before

development of ionic liquid-based

precise enough temperature control

the beginnings we think of today.

stationary phases in the 2000s (7).

for systematic and reproducible

He notes an original work describing

When these highly polar stationary

studies of retention. In McNair’s

gas–solid chromatography but not

phases were being developed, it was

gas chromatograph, the column

described as chromatography, as

quickly discovered that the chemical

and detector were placed in a

it predates Tswett’s coining of the

names of the compounds used to

vapour jacket that contained the

term chromatography by several

make them were far too complex

vapour of a refluxing solvent at

years (3,4). In 2010, McNair

for marketing purposes, or even
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for most chemists to remember. In

symposium, which was captured in

Research Laboratories in the 1980s

2011, to simplify the discussion of

a special issue of Chromatographia,

on the development of their retention

the polarity of these new stationary

included several comments about

index library into a “poor man’s gas

phases, Luigi Mondello seized on

data systems and chromatographic

chromatography–mass spectrometry

an idea presented in Basic Gas

data analysis that remain relevant

(GC–MS)” concept, whereby retention

Chromatography that an overall

today (10). McNair asked the

indices measured on two significantly

stationary phase polarity value

following two questions: “What are we

different stationary phases could be

could be generated using the sum

doing with computers?” and “What

compared to libraries to generate

of the McReynolds constants for

should we be doing with computers?”

an accurate qualitative analysis.

that phase (8). Mondello’s polarity

The symposium volume provides an

With the rise of benchtop GC–MS

numbers, calculated from the sum

excellent set of answers to the first

and GC×GC–MS instruments, tools

of McReynolds constants, are now

question, which included developing

for qualitative analysis have been

widely used to express the overall

interfaces for single and multiple

included in many of today’s data

polarity of stationary phases (9).

instruments, acquiring the data,

systems. McNair’s comments about

Since its publication in 1964 and

and processing the data. McNair

qualitative analysis and large data

written in a style that does not require

commented that the introduction

sets still resonate in the GC×GC

the reader to be a highly experienced

of computers to chromatography

community, where both are the

chemist, Basic Gas Chromatography

caused chemists to complain about

norm, and the chromatograms

has been the “go-to” first book on

the large amounts of data generated

themselves are increasingly complex.

GC for analysts all over the world.

each morning. This complaint
rings true today in the fast GC and

LC Versus GC

insight into major developments

comprehensive two-dimensional

In 1974, McNair posed a question

in chromatography over the

gas chromatography (GC×GC)

that is still commonly asked today

years. Although he is best known

communities, which often deal with

in some form: “How soon will

as a pioneer in GC, McNair’s

large data sets. A few of the article

liquid chromatography replace gas

publication list includes many

titles from this 1972 symposium,

chromatography?” (11). He then

important works in high performance

including Kaiser’s “PPB-Analysis

comments that asking the question

liquid chromatography (HPLC),

Computerized?” and Battista’s

at all may demonstrate a general

McNair’s publications also provide

supercritical fluid extraction (SFE),

“Computerized Blood Alcohol Analysis”

lack of understanding about the

supercritical fluid chromatography

demonstrate the intense interest

two techniques. Difficulties in

(SFC), capillary electrophoresis

in quantitative analysis. Several

fundamental understanding exist

(CE), mass spectrometry (MS), and

other articles on data analysis

today. In a comprehensive edited

many more techniques. Perhaps

and evaluation include diagrams

volume on GC published this year,

the most important lesson from

showing integration schemes for

Poole devotes a short section and

McNair’s publication list is to not

overlapping and asymmetrical

commentary to this challenge (12).

just focus on a single technique

peaks that look very similar to those

Interestingly, having published

but think about solving problems.

used to describe these processes

exclusively on GC until then, McNair

Thinking about or learning one

in today’s modern data systems.

technique is too limiting for the
complex scientific problems of today.

McNair emphasized the need

built an extensive publication record
on HPLC and other techniques,

to use computers for qualitative

including GC. When I was in

analysis, mentioning the early work

his group, there were two active

Chromatography
and Computers

of Schomburg and Ziegler on the

laboratories in the group: the “LC

use of Kovats retention indices to

group” and the “GC group”. The LC

In 1972, McNair hosted the first

identify analytes. These early ideas

and GC laboratories were even in

International Symposium on

led to the development of retention

separate buildings for a time. McNair

Computer Chromatography and

index libraries that are still in

kept us all working together: LC

Associated Techniques in Mainz,

common use today. I was fortunate

group members worked with and

Germany. His editorial introducing the

to work with McNair and Sadtler

challenged GC group members

www.chromatographyonline.com
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and vice versa. He made sure we
were all cross‑trained and that we

temperature‑programmed runs in GC,
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McNair’s massive contributions to
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separation science. His publication

GC as complementary highlights

record alone does not capture the

an important principle of analytical

whole story of a career and life

chemistry—that the problem

devoted not only to the science but

should be considered before the

also to people all over the world.

technique, and the technique

There are few separation scientists

should be designed to solve the

of my own and previous generations

problem, not the other way around.

that did not meet or interact with

Viewing LC, GC, and other analytical

McNair at a conference, a short

methods as competitive to one

course, or in the laboratory. He was

another only limits the work and

quick to invite visitors from all over

experience to a single technique,

the world to visit his laboratory in

which is an elementary mistake new

Blacksburg, Virginia, USA, to share

analytical scientists can make.
In 1984, Bowermaster and McNair

knowledge, experience, and good
times. He was a world traveller, who

demonstrated the fundamental

routinely visited the laboratories of

complementary nature of LC

colleagues all over the globe. We had

and GC, describing temperature

a globe of the earth in our laboratory

programming in HPLC (13). In both

with a small arrow attached, pointing

GC and LC, partitioning between the

to wherever in the world “Doc” was,

mobile and stationary phases is an

often not Blacksburg. Whether

equilibrium‑controlled process so

through publication, working in

both techniques are subject to similar

the laboratory together with other

phase thermodynamic principles

scientists, or from conversations,

that govern retention. As a simple

Harold McNair freely shared

analogy, mobile-phase strength in LC

his knowledge and experience.

is like temperature in GC. However,

His work and spirit influenced

in LC, temperature can also be used

separation science far beyond

as an additional variable to control

GC and he is easily considered

retention. Temperature‑programmed

among the most influential analytical

versus isothermal LC runs showed

scientists of the past 60 years.

very similar behaviour to
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SAMPLE PREPARATION PERSPECTIVES

The Origins of Sample
Preparation Technologies
Douglas E. Raynie, Sample Preparation Perspectives Editor

In this column, and elsewhere throughout the research community devoted to chromatographic sample
preparation, the importance of the knowledge of the fundamental principles underlying sample preparation
is emphasized. What is the role of solubility, diffusion, surface tension, and other parameters on the
efficacy of extraction, selectivity, and so on? Of course, the answer is partly based on insight into the
physicochemical principles upon which they are based, and partly based on serendipity. This month,
we take a look at some of the more popular sample preparation methods, and present a discussion of their
initial conception and development, to shed light on their current roles in our analytical “toolbox”.

Two years ago, we presented a

and an understanding of fundamental

tubes broke off. I feel sorry for the more

retrospective look at the classical

principles to develop modern

recent students that probably never

Soxhlet extraction, including the origins,

approaches to analytical problem

observed a somewhat intact device.

operation, standard methods, and

solving. Stories about the development

derivations (1). One can learn about

of modern analytical extractions follow.

the principles of modern techniques

We start this discussion with the
advent of liquid chromatography
(LC), because in 1977, James Waters,

for extracting solid samples, such as

Solid-Phase Extraction

via supercritical fluid extraction (SFE),

Perhaps the place to start is the

bears his name, challenged company

pressurized liquid extraction (PLE), and

beginning of chromatography. Of

scientist Patrick McDonald to “find
new, faster, more convenient ways

founder of the LC company that

microwave-assisted extraction (MAE),

course, A.J.P. Martin and R.L.M. Synge

from a working knowledge of Soxhlet

are foremost among the pioneers of

to do traditional sample preparation

extraction, according to our premise.

analytical separations. In 1941, they

operations” (4). McDonald proposed

Now, let’s take it to the next step and

separated amino acids via partition

to “solve a real analytical problem

investigate the origins of more modern

between aqueous and organic phases

using, whenever possible, our LC

treatments of extraction. To do this, we

by designing a “mixer-settler” extractor

technology”. The team at Waters used

look to the chemical literature, but more

(3). They abandoned this approach

their silica-based adsorbent technology,

importantly, some of the folklore is

when they encountered mechanical

along with triaxial bed compression

presented based on my conversations

difficulties with their apparatus, and

and individual cartridge packaging, to

or subsequent communications with key

turned their attention towards the

create the SEP-PAK product. Within

players in the field of sample preparation.

development of liquid–liquid (partition)

a few years, countless competitors

Last year, my colleague Brian Logue

chromatography (LC). However,

began appearing and the J.T. Baker

described his thought process in

L.C. Craig picked up on this work in

Company rearranged the SEP (which

combining freeze concentration with

refining his countercurrent extractor.

stood for “Sample Enrichment and

stir-bar sorptive extraction (SBSE)

As a side note, when I was in

Purification”) acronym into SPE, or the

to form a novel approach called ice

graduate school, Milton Lee always

more generic solid-phase extraction.

concentration linked with extractive

showed a Craig countercurrent

This application of LC technology to

stirrer (ICECLES) (2). This is a great

apparatus during his separations course.

analytical sample preparation was

example of combining natural curiosity

Each time, one or more of the glass

forward thinking to the extent that many

www.chromatographyonline.com
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FIGURE 1: Questions posed by analysts in evaluating sample preparation technologies,

as posed by Waters Corporation during the introduction of SEP-PAK Cartridges.

depending on analyte polarity relative to
the amounts of water and solvent used,
along with measuring co‑extractives.
After tailoring the extraction for a
broad range of pesticides and food
samples, their attention turned to the
dispersive‑SPE step, addressing the
perceived disadvantages of matrix-solid
phase dispersion, the cost of cartridges,
and related factors. Since that time,
several vendors have modified the salts
or parameters to expand the scope of
the technique, and Lehotay has refined
the approach to a new QuEChERSER
which will be the subject of an upcoming
“Sample Preparation Perspectives” column.
In the food industry, it is customary
to name extraction techniques after

of us are still asking the questions

regulatory and industry laboratories for

those who developed them, such

posed by Waters in their original

decades.” He explained further (5):

as the Luke or Randall methods.

marketing literature; see Figure 1 (4).

Increasing concerns about excessive
glassware, use of chlorinated solvents,

However, the inventors apparently felt
that the “Lehotay and Asastassiades

QuEChERS

high labour needs, and low sample

Method” didn’t roll off the tongue

One of the most recent, and more

throughput were putting more pressure

with the same impact as listing the

intriguing, techniques in the sample

on laboratories to adopt more efficient

key attributes of the technique!

preparation arsenal is that known

practices. More sensitive, smaller, and

as QuEChERS or quick, easy,

less expensive gas chromatography–

Solid-Phase Microextraction

cheap, effective, rugged, and

mass spectrometry (GC–MS) and

Continuing along the theme of extraction

safe extraction, developed in the

liquid chromatography–tandem mass

techniques based on chromatographic

2000s. This approach has been

spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) instruments

sorbents is solid-phase microextraction

adapted for use with the extraction

were also being introduced at about

(SPME). Despite its name, SPME is

of almost any analyte from almost

that time, which permitted even

not a miniaturized version of SPE.

any matrix, or so it seems. Steve

broader scope of analysis while still

It is described as an open bed,
diffusion rate‑controlled technique

Lehotay in the U.S. Department of

maintaining high selectivity in detection.

Agriculture’s Agricultural Research

This meant that sample preparation

(6). While numerous versions of the

Service Laboratory in suburban

needed to recover a wide range of

approach continue to appear, our

Philadelphia and his colleague

polar and nonpolar pesticides, but

discussion will focus on the original,
traditional variant of SPME, and this

Michelangelo Asastassiades at

cleanup was still needed to avoid

the EU Reference Laboratory for

instrument contamination.

is perhaps a case where sometimes

Pesticides set out to develop what

Ultimately, it became a brute force

a researcher can be too advanced.

Lehotay described in an email

effort. They were aware of magnesium

The story of SPME begins in 1987,

message as, “the most efficient

sulfate as both a drying agent and an

when Pawliszyn and Liu described

method for multiclass, multiresidue

extraction aid, so that was a starting point.

sample introduction in capillary

analysis of pesticides in foods” (5).

They isolated and studied solvent type,

gas chromatography (GC) using

Previously, both researchers had

ratio of sample size to solvent volume,

laser desorption of the sample

explored SFE and taxed it to its limits.

sample and buffer pH, salting‑out salts

from the end of an optical fibre, as

Steve describes their collaboration

and amounts, and extraction time and

seen in Figure 2 (7). This provided

as something like, “the Holy Grail of

temperature. They determined recoveries

inspiration to Pawliszyn, who realized
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that the fibre, clad with a stationary
phase like polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), could also extract organic
compounds. The fibre optic replaced
the wire used in microsyringes.
Since then, SPME continues to

FIGURE 2: Depiction of laser desorption from the end of an optical fibre for sample

introduction into capillary GC. Reproduced with permission from reference 7.
(a)
Laser
Pulse

develop, with myriad configurations
providing unique advantages. For
example, thin‑film SPME, the SPE Arrow,
and SBSE all provide enhanced sample

Optical

loading and sensitivity compared with

Fiber

Sample

Stationary Capillary
Phase

Column

the original device. One distinctive
format is the coated-blade spray, also

(b)

developed in Pawliszyn’s laboratory.

Laser

Coated-blade spray builds from the

Pulse

substrate-spray ionization approaches
to MS developed by John Fenn at
Yale University, and later by Virginia
Shiea in Taiwan, and Graham Cooks at
Purdue University. Coated-blade spray
marries SPME and substrate‑spray
ionization for direct-to-MS analysis. A
flattened, sword‑shaped stainless
steel blade is coated with stationary
phase, much like SPME but with a
broader array of phases. Then, after
the sample is applied, an electrospray
solution is added, and the device
receives a high potential difference
across the uncoated portion of the
blade, resulting in electrospray

FIGURE 3: GC–MS results demonstrate the use of a dry herb vaporizer for the extraction

of horseradish root at 150 °C (blue), 200 °C (green), and 240 °C (red).
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ionization in the mass spectrometer.

Stir-Bar Sorptive Extraction

reasons. Sandra thought he could apply

the development, and subsequent

a stationary phase to the stir bar and

commercialization, of PDMS-coated stir

SBSE represents an interesting example

intentionally adsorb the analyte onto the

bars for extraction, the advent of SBSE.

of applying your expertise to a seemingly

device for subsequent desorption. There

In the two decades since Sandra’s

unrelated situation, at least partially

is more to this story, again demonstrating

keen insight, approximately 1000

according to the folklore. We remember

knowledge of fundamental principles

reports of SBSE are in the literature.

overhearing a conversation involving Pat

reapplied in a novel manner.

Sandra from Belgium’s Research Institute

David, Ochiai, and Sandra note that,

Pressurized Liquid Extraction

of Chromatography, where he claimed

in the early days of SPME, a controversy

that his inspiration was reading one of his

existed regarding the nature of the

the development of modern instrumental

colleague’s papers where, in performing

sorption phenomenon observed (8).

approaches to sample preparation,

a mass balance for an extraction, the

Apolar solutes could potentially adsorb

including SFE and MAE. In the early part

author looked at sample losses due to

onto the Teflon-coated stir bar used

of that decade, Dionex/Lee Scientific

volatilization, adsorption to the walls of

for sample agitation, as well as onto

introduced the Model 703 supercritical

the glassware and stir bar, and other

the PDMS SPME coating. This led to

fluid extractor. Within a very short

www.chromatographyonline.com
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period, their competitors responded with

and creative reapplication of casual

While some of these reapplications

their SFE offerings and with the more

observations. While I know little about

may seem intuitive in retrospect,

advanced developments, shortcomings

the phenomenon of vaping, I realized

what is obvious to one investigator

in the earlier equipment rose to the

that this approach is fundamentally

may not be so to others. Of course,

forefront. In response, the Dionex Salt

sample preparation. The vaping device,

serendipity also plays a role in the
creative process. Perhaps, sometime

Lake City Technical Center, home to

via application of elevated temperature,

the SFE development, convened a

vaporized sample components for

down the road, readers of this

customer focus group to “fix the SFE”.

delivery by inhalation. We obtained a dry

column may be inspired to develop

Led by Bruce Richter and Brian Jones,

herb vaporizer and, as the final part of

new approaches by employing

his dissertation (9), one of our graduate

their knowledge and experience.

the conversation led to questions like
“If nearly all SFE requires the use of an

students, Ahsan Ahmed, evaluated

organic co-solvent, what is the role of

its use in analytical extractions. The
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PRODUCTS

Mass Spectrometer
The first-of-its-kind MALDImini-1 digital ion trap
mass spectrometer combines the smallest footprint,
minimum time, and micro-quantity sample volume
for high-sensitivity MSn measurements, according
to the company. It can also be used by researchers
working on glycan‑related substances in the
context of the COVID-19 disease.
www.shimadzu.eu
Shimadzu Europa GmbH, Duisburg, Germany.

Lab System

Multi-Angle Light
Scattering
The ultraDAWN measures
multi‑angle light scattering and
reports the results—molecular
weight, size, and particle
concentration—in real time.
With real-time multi-angle light
scattering (RT-MALS), critical
quality attributes can be monitored
directly, for rapid feedback on
product and process quality during
the production of nanoparticles,
biopharmaceuticals, and polymers.

The Verity CPC Lab MS System is an automated,
cost-effective, liquid–liquid purification system that
streamlines your workflow and allows you to isolate
added-value molecules with high yields and purity
quickly. According to the company, this system is
accurate, efficient, easy-to-use, and requires
minimal maintenance.

www.wyatt.com
Wyatt Technologies, Santa
Barbara, California, USA.

www.gilson.com
Gilson Inc, Middleton, Wisconsin, USA.

Positive Pressure
Manifold
UCT’s 48-position positive
pressure manifold features the
same rugged performance
end-users expect, but now has a
streamlined, compact footprint,
according to the company.
www.unitedchem.com
UCT inc, Bristol,
Pennsylvania, USA.

GC Detector
VICI’s Model D-3-1-8890 is a plug-and-play
pulsed discharge detector for easy installation and
configuration on the Agilent 8890 GC. It is optimized
for trace-level work in helium photoionization mode,
and is a non-radioactive, low maintenance universal
detector with a wide linear range, according to
the company. It also utilizes the electronics and power supply of the host GC.
www.vici.com
VICI AG International, Schenkon, Switzerland.

Sample Filtration
Teknokroma’s range of Olimpeak filter vials provide
efficient, safe, fast, and sustainable sample filtration
prior to HPLC analysis, according to the company.
Manufactured from highly inert, high purity materials
and designed for easy use, they fit directly into most
autosamplers and are reportedly the ideal solution for
laboratories of all sizes. They are available with a wide variety of membranes.
https://www.teknokroma.es/en/products/sample-preparation/filtration/filter-vials/
Teknokroma Analítica S.A., Barcelona, Spain.

www.chromatographyonline.com
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PRODUCTS

Method Translator

Electrochemical Detector for HPLC

Pro EZLC method translation
software makes it possible to scale
down an existing LC method to
a smaller column format so that
users can speed up run time,
increase sample throughput,
and reduce solvent use, according
to the company. The user can input
current column dimensions and
method conditions, then specify
the dimensions of the new column
that they want to try.

Antec Scientific’s Decade Elite is designed as an
easy-to-use electrochemical detector that can integrate
with any LC system. When used with the SenCell,
it becomes the most sensitive electrochemical detector
by today’s standard, according to the company.
With software drivers for Chromeleon, OpenLab,
ChemStation, Clarity, and many more.

www.restek.com/Pages/ProEZLC-Method-Translator
Restek Corporation, Bellefonte,
Pennsylvania, USA.

https://antecscientific.com/decade-elite
Antec Scientific, Zoeterwoude, The Netherlands.

HPLC Columns
YMC-SEC MAB columns are specially designed for the
HPLC analysis of antibodies, their fragments, or
aggregates by size-exclusion chromatography.
According to the company, they are ideal for the
high‑resolution analysis of both the high- and low-molecular-weight species.
The silica-based YMC-SEC MAB columns ensure excellent lot-to-lot reproducibility
and full compatibility with light scattering detection due to their high inertness.
www.ymc.co.jp
YMC Co., LTD., Kyoto, Japan.

Column Selection App

Hydrogen Generator

Columns are the heart of any GPC/SEC system. However, it can be a
challenge to find the best matching column from the wide range of options.
PSS has therefore developed the Column Selection App to support users.
The app offers the following choices: how to replace existing columns, column
recommendations, USP methods/EP
methods, and application searches.

Designed for GC–FID, Precision
SL is a small and easy to use
laboratory-grade hydrogen
generator, according to the
company, producing hydrogen
gas at the push of a button.
Available in both 100 cc and
200 cc, the hydrogen generator
is reportedly simple to use and
maintain, with advanced fail-safe
technology, providing a safer
solution for flame detectors.

www.psscolumnselector.com
PSS GmbH, Mainz, Germany.

EAF4 System
Postnova’s simultaneous electrical and asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation
(EAF4) system is designed to enhance separation and characterization of
biopharmaceutical, environmental, and nanomaterials. In an EAF2000 system,
electrical and cross flow fields are applied simultaneously, enabling separations
by particle size and particle charge based on electrophoretic mobility to
characterize complex proteins, antibodies, and
viruses, as well as environmental and charged
nanoparticles or polymers.

www.peakscientific.com/
precisionSL
Peak Scientific, Scotland, UK.

www.postnova.com
Postnova Analytics GmbH, Landberg, Germany.
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PARALLEL PROCESSING
FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
The ASPEC® 274 system for solid phase extraction (SPE)
maximizes throughput by processing up to four samples in
parallel. With its small footprint and multiple probes, it is the
ideal choice for high-throughput SPE automation on cartridges.

• Process up to 144
samples unattended
• Complete application
control for enhanced
performance
• Save time in the lab
with full traceability

gilson.com

